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TikTok: Legitimate Marketing Platform or
Deceptive Advertising Medium?

Source: Image by Ascannio on Shutterstock

The Beginning
TikTok, a popular yet continually controversial social media platform, has been a
dominant force on how Gen Z consumes entertainment and information (Muliadi, 2020).
Originally founded in 2014 as Musical.ly by Alex Zhou and Louis Yang (Leskin, 2020),
the app emerged immensely popular after Musical.ly was fused with Chinese app
Douyin. ByteDance, the parent company of Douyin, eventually purchased Musical.ly for
approximately US $1 billion in November of 2017. A year later, it was announced that
Musical.ly would shut down, and was ultimately replaced with the currently well-known
TikTok (Leskin, 2020). Accordingly, all Musical.ly accounts were transferred, and a
community where all users could become “creators” was conceived.

Although TikTok instantly prospered for its unique distribution of content, the app
suffered from various controversies. The app, owned by a Chinese company, was
accused of data and information mining by both India and the United States (Galer,
Tiddy, 2020). Misty Hong, a California student, claimed that although she had
downloaded the app previously and accessed it briefly, she had never created a
personal account herself (Hamilton, 2020). Months later, Misty discovered that the app
itself had generated an account using her phone number as the password. TikTok was
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further accused of taking drafted videos and passing private data onto Chinese servers
(Hamilton, 2020).

Furthermore, critics of TikTok were alarmed by the potential of propaganda and election
interference due to the app’s extensive user base. During the Hong Kong protests in
June of 2019, censorship became a prevalent issue as all content related to the protests
was removed from the app (Volodzko, 2019). Legally, Article 7 of China’s National
Intelligence Law mandates all Chinese companies to cooperate with the government.

Current concerns include the usage of HTTP instead of HTTPS (the “secure socket
layer”), causing data to be insecure. HTTP does not require domain validations (SSL
certificates) which provide authentication for websites, or encryption of data during
transit. TikTok is banned from all government devices in the United States and is entirely
banned in India. The app has previously paid $5.7 million to the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission due to a violation of the Children’s Privacy Act (Federal Trade
Commission, 2019), and the FTC and TikTok clash to this day. One of the most telling
issues to date is how a small 14% of influencers on TikTok agree to comply with FTC
guidelines, with the majority of these so-called social media celebrities indifferent about
fines that may result from the inadequacy of reporting promotional advertisement videos
to the FTC.

Gen Z Interaction and Engagement
Gen Z, representing the group of consumers born between the years 1997 and 2015, is
recognized as a trendsetter generation (Doyle, 2021). While baby boomers, Gen X or
millennials generally use social media to communicate with others and share personal
opinions, Gen Z attains primarily entertainment through social media (Maguire, 2020).
Videos are vital to Gen Z, with an estimated 82% of all internet traffic to be driven by it
by 2022 (Maguire, 2020). Around 97% of Gen Z use social media (Ahmed, 2021), and
54% allow social media to determine their decisions (Morgan, 2020).

Despite the scale and variety of security concerns and controversy, TikTok remains a
powerful social media platform both for entertainment and marketing (Battisby, 2020).
The app, a primary favorite for Gen Z (Warren, 2020), has become a crucial market for
the generation, who holds purchasing power worth more than $140 billion (Morgan,
2020). More than 70% of Gen Z have reported influencing family decisions when
purchasing necessities as well as furniture (Morgan, 2020). Gen Z has drastically
changed how the world consumes information; Gen Z has resorted to apps and online
services including Netflix, Spotify, and Reddit. While 80% of users on TikTok are
between the ages of 16 and 34, 60% of all TikTok users originate from GEN Z (Doyle,
2021).
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The COVID-19 outbreak has accelerated TikTok usage in 2020, with 315 million
downloads during Q1 (Doyle, 2021). The United States experienced a tremendous
increase in popularity with a 180% growth in users between the ages of 15 and 25
during the pandemic due to people working and studying at home (Tankovska, 2021).
As of January 2021, the app retains 689 million monthly active users excluding China’s
600 million daily active users on Douyin (Mohsin, 2021).

For marketers, TikTok carries astounding potential. The app revolves around a trend
culture, where one video that has “gone viral” becomes replicated by other users. The
algorithm itself is a benefit for companies and firms because a “following” is not
necessary for a video to go “viral” and spread rapidly through a community by a
tremendous count of shares to individuals. Rather, exposure on TikTok is dependent on
interactions and engagement – views, likes, and shares. Age of content does not affect
the potential of it “going viral,” meaning even older videos may suddenly be flooded with
interactions. Utilizing trending hashtags and “sounds” will further assist startups and
companies looking to enter the TikTok landscape, and these features become
advantageous when promoting products or services. Brands can personally take over
an account; examples include Chipotle, GymShark, and the World Health Organization.
Chipotle utilizes its TikTok page to promote new products such as the quesadilla in
combination with complementary “hacks” that enhance the flavor; an example is the
dragon sauce which supposedly enlivened the quesadilla’s taste. Branded hashtags,
which are hashtags unique to a company, may also be created, furthering the possibility
of a trending hashtag. Examples include company names (#nike), products (#jordan) or
even slogans (#justdoit).

Marketing-Worthy Features:
TikTok has evolved into a legitimate marketing platform, as two distinct features have
been released: TikTok Pro and TikTok for Business. The two vary slightly: a Pro account
is available and catered for the general public who may want detailed statistics about
their engagement. The feature allows brands and users to understand their followers
and performance by providing information about where followers are watching from as
well as follower behavior and gender.
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TikTok for Business “offers a hub of marketing solutions and resources” (Harding, 2020)
with case studies and access to ad formats. Marketers can additionally utilize:
TikTok’s Branded Scan – an augmented reality ad offering that empowers brands to
create immersive experiences using 2D effects; Creator Marketplace – an internal
collaboration platform that connects creators with brands for paid campaigns and
promotions.

These two tools aid brands with marketing. Augmented reality, product guides, and
most importantly, an influencer marketplace transform TikTok from an entertaining yet
controversial app to one that legitimizes marketing for brands and businesses.

And these are not the most significant features of TikTok. Possibly the most impressive
and dynamic way marketers can utilize TikTok is through influencer marketing. Although
TikTok itself can connect brands to certain influencers, many of these partnerships and
promotions are developed independently. Two types of influencers exist on TikTok: one
who has transferred from a different platform, and one who has emerged directly
through the app. For marketers, this means that TikTok contains an infinite list of
influencers to potentially promote a brand, product or service.
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Influencer marketing is estimated at a value of nearly $9.7 billion and is expected to
increase to $13.8 billion in 2021 (Influencer Marketing Hub, 2021). This type of
marketing is especially effective for younger audiences, deeming TikTok necessary for
marketers. Although inexperienced users may assume TikTok contains mostly
influencers related to dance and music, there are a variety of niche influencers that post
content related to beauty and makeup, fitness, comedy, and more.

Hence, marketers can select substantial numbers of macro (creators reaching varying
and diverse audiences usually reaching between 100K and 1M followers) and micro
(small niche creators reaching under 100k followers) influencers through this app to
promote certain brands or products (Ismail, 2018). Many companies have worked with
influencers on other platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. TikTok is
similar; reputable companies such as Red Bull or Chipotle have worked with micro and
macro-influencers of the platform to promote their products. For example, Red Bull
works with @keeoh, a professional gamer and member of Cloud 9 Gaming. Aside from
professional (video) gaming, he posts various trends, gaming content, and highlights
moments from his streams. He agreed to a partnership with Red Bull to sponsor him
while he promotes their product through his various platforms. @keeoh is a niche
influencer catering to a smaller audience of 38,000+ TikTok followers. His content is
driven toward other gamers or followers that watch his live streams on Twitch.tv. Red
Bull’s partnership with @keeoh allows Red Bull to promote products to other gamers,
and their mutual target audience creates an ideal partnership.

Chipotle, on the other hand, worked with David Dobrik, one of the most influential on the
platform with over 26 million followers, and a loyal audience across multiple platforms
including Youtube, Twitter, and Instagram. He possesses a total following of more than
65 million across all platforms. Chipotle has also utilized TikTok independently posting
fun and entertaining content to promote the brand. In one video, the brand launched the
hashtag #ChipotleLidFlip, as a challenge first posted by a Chipotle employee. They
closed the lid of a burrito bowl with an “acrobatic flip” of the lid. David Dobrik worked
with Chipotle and filmed his own version of the #ChipotleLidFlip challenge, and his
video received over 6.3 million views and over 600K interactions (engagements) via
likes, comments, and shares.

Influencers are now identified as micro or macro. For example, @keeoh is recognized
for his gaming content with a niche following, whereas David Dobrik’s content is
extensive, outlining various topics of focus ranging from comedy skits to daily vlogs and
podcasts. Companies have the opportunity to collaborate with influencers within any
industry.
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Hospitality and TikTok Opportunities
How might influencers on TikTok play a role in hospitality? The travel industry is a
unique market that has significant untapped potential on the platform. Approximately
40% of the nearly 500 million active users of the platform are between the ages of 16
and 24 (Millennials and Gen Z), and some are just beginning their travel experiences
(Alton, 2017). They are the next generation that will fuel the travel industry, and
marketing to them is incredibly important (Carty, 2020). TikTok can make this possible.
Unlike other platforms, TikTok's content is intended to be generic and captivating. With
60 seconds of video potential, travel agencies, independent properties, and large hotel
brands can work with influencers to promote their product to a larger audience. Travel
influencers are already present on the platform and travel content continues to grow as
COVID-19 restrictions continue to be lifted.

For example, @Terplanet, a married Italian couple in their mid-30s, has made traveling
a full-time job. As influencers, they have the opportunity to travel around the world to
various properties, posting reviews of their various destinations. With over 1.3 million
followers and 15 million likes, they amass a large audience and promote properties on
their TikTok, Instagram, and website. They primarily promote niche or independent
luxury properties in “exotic locations” including the Maldives, Bali, and Italy to name a
few.

Larger online travel agencies (OTA’s) Booking.com and Airbnb have verified accounts
on TikTok and previously utilized the platform to promote travel. However, they recently
removed all their content. A barrier to entry for many brands has been the FTC
regulations. TikTok has faced challenges with the FTC due to violating the Children’s
Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) as well as other regulations regarding online
marketing (Advertising and Marketing, n.d.). Despite regulations, the marketing potential
is prevalent and growing each day. Brands may have to contend with FTC regulations to
promote their products on TikTok (Dice, 2019). If large brands believe it may not be
worth the trouble, the industry may see a shift in the next few years as Gen Z and
Millennials continue to consume information through social media. Influencers will also
continue to promote niche properties. The boutique lifestyle travel market will also likely
see significant growth in the coming years as more and more boutique and independent
properties are exposed to the power of social media.

The quick and dynamic nature of TikTok and its users has caused a change in how
younger generations consume data. According to the CMO Council, a global
organization for marketing executives, 54% of Gen Z say social media platforms have
significantly more influence on them, than any other marketing channels (Morgan,
2021). While brands can utilize TikTok for its large database of influencers, they can
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also use it to produce creative content and direct customers to their website and other
social platforms. As the app’s features continue to enhance and evolve, there is only
more potential for it to serve as a viable, meaningful, and effective tool for brand
connection.
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